The database contained 2,065 basic protein sequences with 7,929 protein forms.
Searches were performed using a tiered, iterative absolute mass search logic that used a 20 ppm window followed by a 200 Da window of precursor mass values for protein-spectrum matches with E-value scores less than 10 -4 in the 20 ppm search. To examine the truncated proteoforms, separate searches with biomarker mode were performed using a 310 Da window of precursor mass values. Fragment ion tolerance was 15 ppm using monoisotopic masses. As performed in related studies, 3,4 the search was run against both forward and reversed database separately with identical search parameters, and the resulted percentage of reversed hits among total identified proteoforms/proteins was used to estimate the false discovery rate (FDR). It was previously reported that performing separate forward and reverse database searches yields a more conservative FDR estimate than a search executed on a concatenated database.
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We conservatively estimated the number of detected protein species in each fraction by grouping the masses obtained from the Xtract algorithm over all scans and charge states to create one consolidated list of masses for each fraction. Two masses within such list are considered as belonging to the same protein species if their mass difference is less than 10 ppm or if they differ by the mass of 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 protons, while also considering a 10 ppm mass difference tolerance. Byonic calls this setting "too high or low (narrow)".
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Supporting Information: Supplementary Table S1 .
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